Exchange Blackjack Guide

YOUR FREE GUIDE TO PLAYING EXCHANGE
BLACKJACK
Disclaimer:
This document is accurate at time of writing and comes to you for free with the
compliments of exchangeblackjack.info. It is not intended to encourage you to
gamble but to provide you with information on playing exchange blackjack using
the Betfair games web site. Exchangeblackjack.info is not associated or
connected with Betfair in any official capacity – it is purely a relevant domain
name that was available for registration at the time I purchased it.
Betting of any form can be a risky and potentially financially damaging affair.
Exchangeblackjack.info cannot accept any responsibility for your
betting/gambling activities and/or any losses you may sustain under any
circumstances.
Two exchange blackjack “systems” are included in this guide. Although I have
won money playing exchange blackjack using both, neither system is guaranteed
to be profitable and you may experience different results.
As well as an information on exchange blackjack, this document also explains
how it is possible to play the normal form of blackjack in online casinos using new
account incentives to reduce the house edge and literally turn the odds in your
favour.
I strongly suggest that you only gamble with money you can comfortably afford
to lose. Never, ever gamble with money you cannot afford to lose. If in any
doubt or you suspect that you may have a gambling problem I suggest you seek
the appropriate help and advice. One such avenue available to you is Gamcare –
http://www.gamcare.org.uk/
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YOU HAVE GIVEAWAY RIGHTS TO THIS GUIDE
You may pass this document on to a friend or colleague, give it away from your
web site, give it away from a membership site, give it away as part of a larger
package of products (as a free bonus for example) or distribute it in any other
legal way on condition that you do not make a charge for doing so or change the
content of this guide in any way. This guide is 100% free.
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INTRODUCTION
Firstly - I strongly suggest that you read the whole of this guide a time or two
until you're familiar with it and that you "paper-trade" the system before using
your own money. Watch a few hands played out but “pretend” you’ve placed a
bet by keeping a record on paper of what you’d have done if you were playing for
real.
And please, never gamble with money you cannot afford to lose.
In this guide you’ll read all about exchange blackjack and how it’s played plus a
couple of “systems” I have used and made money from. But before we get to that
I’m going to explain why betting exchanges are different to traditional
bookmakers for those of you who may not be familiar with the exchanges.
I’m going to show you how, by opening an account with Betfair, you can get £20
free plus a “loyalty bonus” after three months. The amount depends on your
betting activity with Betfair over those first three months but it could be as much
as £660!
I’ll use screenshots throughout this guide for clarity and illustrative examples.
Any links that appear in this guide should be “clickable” with the cursor changing
to the “pointy hand” (

). Just click to open that link in your browser.

Then – when we’re done with exchange blackjack, I’ll move on to traditional
blackjack and show you how you can beat on-line casinos literally using their own
money.
Not bad for nothing is it:
 £20 free
 up to another £660 “loyalty bonus”
 an introduction to exchange blackjack
 two systems
 how to beat on-line casinos using their own money
 free casino chip offers
 free bet offers
OK – enough waffle. Just scroll through this guide at your leisure, take it all in
then “do it for real” if you wish.
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OPEN YOUR BETFAIR ACCOUNT - £20 FREE
Now I'll show you how to open an account with the leading betting exchange,
which is Betfair. If you already have an account with Betfair, you can skip this
chapter.
Why Betfair - well, simply it's the biggest and best betting exchange. They have a
huge range of betting markets and users so there's never a problem getting your
bet matched (more on that in the next chapter). Not only that, but Betfair will
give new account holders £20 free plus a bonus payment after three months of
an amount which depends on your betting activity over those first three months.
See the terms and conditions when opening your Betfair account.
Important:
You must enter a code (which is below) when opening your account in order to be
eligible for the free £20 and bonus. Unless you enter the code correctly (or open
your account without the code) you won't get your freebies.
To open your Betfair account.


go to http://www.betfair.com
click the "join now" link at the top of the page




Enter your details in to the pop-up screen
Enter the code 46LLJDXQJ in to the Refer and Earn box (see screen shot
below) and click "next" to continue with the account opening process.



Remember - you MUST enter the refer and earn code in full and correctly.
46LLJDXQJ
If you do successfully open your Betfair account using the above code then
Betfair will:



credit your account with £20 after you have placed bets of a sufficient
amount to earn 50 Betfair points*
credit your account with a further bonus after three months based on your
betting activity over that time*

*Please refer to the Betfair terms and conditions when opening your account, or
afterwards log-in to your account and click the "refer and earn link."
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BETTING EXCHANGE BASICS
Now you have your new Betfair account - and if you've not used a betting
exchange before things might look a little strange! If they do - don't panic. Betfair
have a superb help facility with clear explanations of everything. However, I'll run
through the basics here, with illustrative screenshots, so you can see how to
place a bet and what various things mean.
The odds:
What makes exchanges so different from traditional bookmakers is that it is the
customers/users themselves that offer odds. The odds you see up there and the
money behind them have both been put up by other Betfair users. Don't worry you will get paid when you win. Everything is "ring-fenced."
And as well as placing a bet, you can also act like a bookmaker and offer odds to
lay if you think a blackjack hand will not win.
Anyway - back to the odds. You'll see that they are displayed in decimal format 2.50, 4.25, 8.00 etc, rather than the fractional odds you may be used to - 6/4,
9/2 etc. It's very easy to calculate decimal odds. All you do is subtract 1.
So if you backed a blackjack hand to win with £10 to at 2.50, to calculate your
potential return, subtract 1 and multiply by what's left - this 2.50-1 = 1.50.
1.50x10 = £15 plus your stake. Total return £25. There is a handy odds
converter on the Betfair web site.
Conversely, if you layed the same hand to lose at the same odds (2.50) you have
to calculate your liability – the amount you would have to pay out if the hand did
in fact win. Remember – if you are laying, you are acting exactly as a bookmaker
would.
If you were to lay a hand at 2.25 (or 5/4 in traditional odds) to £10 and it did get
beaten, you would win £10. But if the hand won, you would lose £12.50
(10x1.25). It's 1.25 because you always subtract 1 from the digital odds. Betfair
will automatically calculate your profit/loss for you before you decide to place the
bet so don't worry.
The same principles apply to any Betfair market – horse racing, cricket, football,
or anything else, not just exchange blackjack.
Now let’s look at some screenshots on the next page which illustrate the above
and how to back or lay a hand on exchange blackjack.
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Placing a bet:
On logging in to your Betfair games account the first thing you will be asked to do
is transfer money over from your normal Betfair account. Relax – it gets
transferred straight back when you log out!
Anyway – after logging in and transferring money, click on the exchange
blackjack link to be taken to the game. If a hand is in progress you can still bet
on it (your choice) though I’d suggest waiting for the next hand to begin. A
typical hand takes about four minutes.
So – now you’ll see the markets available to bet/lay on, the currently available
odds and where the money is. It looks like this and appears to the bottom left:

Lets say you fancied backing player 1 to win the hand. Look at the blue column.
This shows that the best odds to back player 1 are 2.07 and the amount of
money available to back at those odds is £504.
To back player 1 at those odds, simply click the blue box to the right of player 1.
Then look at the right hand side of the screen – Betfair is telling you that you
want to back player 1 but the odds have now changed to 2.08.
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You may adjust the odds by clicking the little a small arrows but if you do you
may not necessarily get your bet matched. Enter your stake in to the Your Stake
box and your profit, should the bet be successful, will be automatically calculated
for you. If you like what you see and want to place the bet, just click the “submit”
button which appears at the bottom right of the screen. If you do not wish to
place the bet, just click the “X” to cancel it.
Laying works in exactly the same way as illustrated by the screenshot below.
Though if you wish to lay a hand, you click the pink box next to the hand you
wish to lay. Enter your stake and your liability (the amount you’d have to pay if
the hand won) is automatically calculated for you. Click the submit button to
proceed or the “X” to cancel.

The Place Bets, My Bets and Rules tabs over on the left provide useful
information. Place Bets explains the backing/laying/bet placing operation. My Bets
and Rules tabs are self-explanatory – any bets you have currently placed and the
rules of the game.

Betfair commission:
Betfair take a small commission from each winning bet - this is basically Betfair's
"cut." For Exchange Blackjack, this is fixed at 2%. So, you'll have 2% deducted
from the profit element of winning bets. The commission percentage is subject to
change so always check the rules tab if in doubt.
For example – if you have layed a hand to lose for £10 at odds of 3.00 and the
hand did not win you would receive £10 profit less 2% which would give you an
actual profit of £9.80.
Next – it’s time to look at how to play exchange blackjack.
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HOW TO PLAY EXCHANGE BLACKJACK
Well, it’s basically the same as traditional blackjack. There is a dealer. There are
a number of players (four in this game).
The difference with exchange blackjack is that you are not actually “playing”. The
software does that. What you are doing is backing a hand to win or to lose. And
you can do that over various rounds of betting as cards are dealt. And with the
ability to back or lay on each round it is possible to react to the changing odds to
reduce liability and even guarantee a profit regardless of the outcome of the
hand. We’ll look at this a little more in the next chapter.
The screen you’ll see on logging in to play exchange blackjack features the
“table” at the top. It looks like this:

What you see above is how it looks after the first round of betting. The current
round of betting is signified by a bold number after where it says “Round” at the
top. For round one, no cards are dealt and you can back or lay at that stage.
The bar underneath the dealer’s hand progressively turns green to show how
much time you have to place your bet before the next series of cards are dealt.
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Do you recall the odds screen from an earlier chapter – it looked like this:

You’ll remember that you use this to place you bets – back or lay – on any
betting round you decide to participate in.
You can back or lay on any number of the available markets. These are:
Player 1 – you back player 1 to win or lay player 1 to lose
Player 2 – you back player 2 to win or lay player 2 to lose
Player 3 – you back player 3 to win or lay player 3 to lose
Player 4 – you back player 4 to win or lay player 4 to lose
Dealer wins or ties all – you back the dealer to win or to tie with all or lay the
dealer to lose
1 or more has 5 cards – you back or lay that at least one hand (including the
dealer) will comprise of five cards with a cumulative total of 21 or less
All cards are unique – no two cards are the same. For example the ace of spades
does not appear more than once in any hand.
Only one hand has 21 points – just like it says, there will only be one hand with
exactly 21 points.
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Cards and hands:
I’ll assume you know what value a card has – everybody has played cards of
some form before. Though just for “clarity”, in blackjack an ace can count as 1 or
11.
Though there is something slightly different about hand rankings. Betfair have
introduced a new hand called a “5 card Charlie” which comprises of any five cards
with a total of 21 or less. Thus, the hand rankings for exchange blackjack are:





a 5 card Charlie
a Black Jack (an ace with a picture card or a ten)
a hand with the highest point total (nineteen beats seventeen for
example)

“Player logic:”
Look at the second paragraph of the previous page again. You are not playing a
hand yourself but instead betting on the outcome. The software does all the
“playing” and it totally automated. Both player and dealer act in accordance with
“player logic” so you always know exactly what player or dealer will do depending
on the cards on the table.
Actions are entirely pre-set. Obviously the cards are not. The deck of cards is
“infinite.” Unlike normal blackjack doubling-down and splitting are not allowed.
However – as in normal blackjack, the dealer has to draw cards (“hit”) if holding
a total of 16 or below and stand on 17 or higher.
Some examples of “player logic”:
Player has 11, dealer has 7 = player always hits
Player has 17, dealer has 10 = player always stands
You can print off a chart directly from Betfair which shows exactly what the player
will do so you always know.
The game and betting rounds:
Each round of betting lasts for a given period of time as signified by the green bar
underneath the dealer’s hand.
The first round of betting takes place before any cards are dealt. At the end of
that first round, cards are dealt. Two cards to each player, one card to the dealer.
Another round of betting starts. Other rounds of betting follow up to a maximum
of seven with cards dealt as necessary under player logic.
The dealer’s second card is dealt at the end of round three. If the dealer now has
17 or more at this point the hand is over because the dealer has to stand. If the
dealer is not forced to stand the dealer draws cards over subsequent betting
rounds until being forced to stand or busting.
The actual number will depend on how long it takes to find a winning hand –
either the dealer busts, or is forced to stand or all four player bust out.
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As hands are eliminated they are settled and removed for betting purposes. At
the end of the hand, bets are settled with winnings credited to your account and
losses debited before the next hand begins.
There is – however – a “dead heat” rule. If there is a tie between the dealer’s
hand and a player’s hand. For example the dealer and another player (or players)
have hands of 18. In such instances, the odds are divided by 2 for settlement
purposes. Beware of this as it means you could suffer a loss even though you
backed a winning hand if it was a “dead heat.”
I strongly suggest you watch a few hands to see how it all fits together and
become familiar with how the betting rounds work, hands are eliminated,
settlement takes place etc.
Righty-ho. Now we’ll have a look at a couple of systems for playing exchange
blackjack.

Tennis Trader is a comprehensive Tennis
trading system designed for use on Betfair
containing trading methods and tennis
betting strategies that will enable you to
engineer and lock in profitable no risk
situations regardless of the final result.
>> CLICK HERE FOR MORE INFO <<
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EXCHANGE BLACKJACK SYSTEMS
Here are two systems I have used myself with some success. I am not in any way
offering any guarantees that either will be successful for you and you may
experience different results.
What we’re basically doing is acting on the first round of betting before any cards
are dealt and then reacting to how the odds change after cards are dealt.
I strongly suggest that you "paper-trade" the systems before using your own
money. Watch a few hands played out but “pretend” you’ve placed a bet by
keeping a record on paper of what you’d have done if you were playing for real.
I also strongly suggest that you only gamble with money you can comfortably
afford to lose. Never, ever gamble with money you cannot afford to lose. If
in any doubt or you suspect that you may have a gambling problem I suggest you
seek the appropriate help and advice. One such avenue available to you is
Gamcare – http://www.gamcare.org.uk/
System 1:
The minimum bet on Betfair is £2 and I have used a £2 stake for illustrative
purposes throughout. Examples do not include commission reductions.
This system concerns the “dealer wins or ties all” market. I have noticed that at
the first round of betting, the odds to lay the dealer are always 3.78 or within
fractions of this.
So we lay the dealer at this point – before any cards are dealt. Laying the dealer
for £2 means we have a liability (what we have to pay if the dealer wins) of
£5.56.
Remember how odds and liability are calculated from earlier chapters – go back
for a refresher if you need to.
Back to the bet – we’ve layed the dealer to £2 at odds of 3.78 giving a liability of
£5.56.
The betting interface will work this out for you automatically but it’s a good idea
to do it for yourself – it’ll soon be second nature.
For this example, the calculation is odds minus 1 multiplied by stake (3.781x2=5.56). If the dealer wins, we lose £5.56. If the dealer does not win, we win
£2.
Now we sit tight for the second round of betting and see how the cards dealt have
affected the odds.
If the dealers odds are now greater than 3.78 we let the bet ride.
If the dealers lay odds at any time have shortened to less that 3.78 we now back
the dealer to win for the same stake we layed at – in this case £2.
£2.00 at 3.00 = £4.00 if the dealer now wins (odds minus 1 multiplied by stake).
By doing this, we have protected ourselves by the odds moving in the dealer’s
favour.
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If the dealer wins we lose our lay bet (£5.56) but win our back bet (£4.00) so
only actually lose £1.56. If the dealer loses, we break even – we have lost our
£2.00 back bet but won out lay bet of £2.00.
If, after cards are dealt on round two, the dealers odds are greater than 3.78 (the
odds layed at) then the bet rides. If the dealer loses, we win £2.00. If the dealer
wins, we lose £5.56.
Can you see that by reacting to changing odds it’s possible to reduce liabilities
when the odds move against you? You can reduce your liability any time that the
odds shorten after you have placed your lay bet if you wish.
It’s a matter of personal preference if and when you do so. My preference is to do
so at every opportunity.
Another “trick” is to be able to guarantee a profit regardless of the outcome
though you will have to bet in excess of the minimum stake to do so and also
seek the right opportunity.
For example we have layed the dealer to lose at odds of 3.78 to a stake of £10.
Liability on this bet at this point should the dealer win is £27.80.
Cards are dealt and the dealer’s back odds have gone out to say 6.00 because a
player has a hand of 20. The odds are firmly in that player’s favour. At this point,
you can back the dealer to win at odds of 6.00 to a stake of £6.30.
Now – you make a profit regardless of the outcome.
Here’s the math:
You layed at 3.78 to £10. Your liability is 3.78-1x10=£27.80
You back at 6.00 to £6.30. Your profit is 6.00-1x6.30=£31.50
If the dealer loses, you win your lay bet (£10) but lose your win bet (£6.30)
giving you a profit of £3.70
If the dealer wins, you lose your lay bet (£27.80) but win your back bet (£31.50)
giving you a profit of £3.70
Either way, you’re golden.
In summary of this system:
 Lay the dealer before cards are dealt
 After cards are dealt back the dealer to the same stake if at any stage the
dealer’s lay odds shorten to less than you have layed at to lessen liability
 If the dealer’s lay odds lengthen then let the lay bet ride.
 If you are betting using greater than the minimum stake of £2, look for
opportunities to lock in a guaranteed profit.
System 2:
The minimum bet on Betfair is £2 and I have used a £2 stake for illustrative
purposes throughout. Examples do not include commission reductions.
This system concerns the “only one has 21pts” market. I have noticed that at the
first round of betting, the odds to lay this are always 2.97 or within fractions of
this.
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Simply – this system works in exactly the same way as system 1 though
assuming the same staking amounts (£2) then your potential liabilities are
reduced with potential gains remaining the same.
For example – you lay this at 2.97 to £2. Your liability should only one hand have
21 points is £3.94 (2.97-1x2=3.94) whereas if no hand has 21 points or more
than one hand has 21 points you win your lay bet of £2.
In summary of this system:
 Lay “only one has 21pts” before cards are dealt
 After cards are dealt back “only one has 21pts” to the same stake if at any
stage the lay odds shorten to less than you have layed at to lessen liability
 If the “only one has 21pts” lay odds lengthen then let the lay bet ride.
 If you are betting using greater than the minimum stake of £2, look for
opportunities to lock in a guaranteed profit.
At the risk of repeating myself and becoming “boring” - I am not in any way
offering any guarantees that either system will be successful for you and you may
experience different results. Never, ever gamble with money you cannot
afford to lose.
Please feel free to ignore one or both systems completely, change or adapt them
to suit your own preferences. Or perhaps they’ll act as some kind of “trigger” to
set you thinking up your own systems.
Staking:
Almost forgot…………..staking. In my experience, level stakes have been fine
(laying and backing to the same stake every time) because by reducing liabilities
according to changing odds.
There are many, many approaches to staking you could adopt. Rather than
“preach” one to you it’s probably best that you find one that suits you because I
believe staking is a matter for personal preference and circumstance.
And next………………..perfect blackjack:
How to play “perfect blackjack” in on-line casinos and literally beat them with
their own money. Seriously – it’s on the next page.
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PERFECT BLACKJACK – BEAT THE CASINOS WITH THEIR OWN MONEY
I am now going to explain how it’s entirely possible to play “normal” blackjack on
on-line casinos and literally beat them with their own money. And I’m going to
point you n the direction of casinos I have personally used this technique in and
won money from by doing so.
On-line casinos pretty much all give you bonus incentive money for opening an
account with them. Though there are strings attached – you have to meet certain
wagering conditions before you can withdraw it. Casinos are not stupid enough to
let you open an account, pocket the bonus money and walk away………!
But – and here’s the kicker – by playing “perfect blackjack” strategy using your
new bonus money it’s possible to reduce the house edge to around 0.50%.
Comply with the wagering requirements, cash in and you’re done.
A quick example:
You open an account with Casino A and deposit £50. They match that with
another £50. You now have £100 in your account. The terms of the £50 bonus
state that you have to wager £1000 before you can withdraw. Don’t worry about
that because every hand you play, win or lose, counts towards the wagering
requirement.
You play the “perfect” strategy and reduce the house edge to 0.50%.
£1000x0.50% is £5. Under ideal circumstances you would lose just £5 while
playing out the wagering requirement. Congratulations, you can now withdraw
£95. Your original £50 and the £45 left of your bonus. You have just made £45
courtesy of the casino. How sweet is that?
Open an account with another casino and repeat……and so on…….
You’ll win more than that in some, you’ll lose in some. And here’s the mantra
again - never, ever gamble with money you cannot afford to lose.
For staking – I suggest “flat betting” the same amount per hand and keeping a
simple five bar gate to track your progress towards the minimum wagering
requirement.
Always check the casino’s terms and conditions to make sure you understand
exactly what the wagering requirements are as they can and do vary.
The “perfect blackjack” strategy sheet on the next page is taken from another
ebook I have written on the subject of blackjack. If you’d like a copy of the ebook
(it’s entirely free) then nip on over to http://www.perfectblackjack.co.uk/
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THE PERFECT BLACKJACK STRATEGY SHEET
Here is the "perfect blackjack" strategy sheet. It gives you a suggested action for
any hand.
H = hit, S = stand, D = double down, SP = split
Dealer's up card
Your hand

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

A

5,6,7,8

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

9

H

D

D

D

D

H

H

H

H

H

10

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

H

H

11

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

H

H

12

H

H

S

S

S

H

H

H

H

H

13,14

S

S

S

S

S

H

H

H

H

H

15,16

S

S

S

S

S

H

H

H

H

H

17,18,19,20,21 S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

A+2, A+3

H

H

H

D

D

H

H

H

H

H

A+4, A+5

H

H

D

D

D

H

H

H

H

H

A+6

H

D

D

D

D

H

H

H

H

H

A+7

S

D

D

D

D

S

S

H

H

H

A+8, A+9

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

A+A

SP

SP

SP

SP

SP

SP

SP

SP

SP

SP

2+2, 3+3

SP

SP

SP

SP

SP

SP

H

H

H

H

4+4

H

H

H

SP

SP

H

H

H

H

H

5+5

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

H

H

6+6

SP

SP

SP

SP

SP

H

H

H

H

H

7+7

SP

SP

SP

SP

SP

SP

H

H

H

H

8+8

SP

SP

SP

SP

SP

SP

SP

SP

SP

SP

9+9

SP

SP

SP

SP

SP

SP

SP

SP

S

S

10+10

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

Want to get started?
Check out the next page to get started and opening those casino accounts.
Example profits are shown for each based on applying the “perfect” strategy and
reducing the house edge to 0.50%. Free chip offers are correct at time of writing.
Always check the casino's web site and satisfy yourself that the offer is still valid
and that you understand and accept any terms and conditions associated with it
before opening your account with the casino in question.
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VC CASINO 100% Instant Deposit Match Welcome Bonus
As a new customer to Victor Chandler's Online Casino you can receive up to £100
absolutely FREE! Simply deposit funds directly into your Casino wallet (or transfer
funds from one of your other Victor Chandler product wallets) and Victor will
automatically match your first deposit. Open account:
http://www.exchangeblackjack.info/vccasino.htm
CASINO 365 - 100% match bonus
Take advantage of the fantastic 100% Initial Match Bonus offer to get off to a
flying start in the Casino at bet365. Boost your account by matching your first
deposit into the Casino up to a maximum of £100*, giving you even more money
with which to begin playing any of the 130 and more great games waiting for
you. Open account:
http://www.exchangeblackjack.info/casino365.htm
BLUE SQUARE CASINO £50 Welcome Bonus
All new Blue Square Live Casino customers can qualify for a £50 Welcome Bonus.
Simply wager £1250 (25 x bonus amount) on either Live Blackjack, Live Roulette
or Live Baccarat to release the £50 free bonus. The wagering must be met within
a month of your first real money game play at Blue Square Live Casino. Open
account:
http://www.exchangeblackjack.info/bluesquarecasino.htm
CASINORIP 100% Match Bonus - no download required!
Casinorip has ripped up the rulebook and now you can play a range of classic
games against real people – and for real money! Try your luck now at
Backgammon, Multiplayer Blackjack, Dominoes, Gin Rummy and Poker Dice.
Open account:
http://www.exchangeblackjack.info/casinorip.htm
What – you want more………OK then. On the next page you’ll find some
free bet offers from leading bookmakers.
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FREE BET OFFERS
Free bet offers from leading bookmakers. Each offer is correct at time of writing.
Always check the bookmaker's web site and satisfy yourself that the offer is still
valid and that you understand and accept any terms and conditions associated
with it before opening your account with the bookmaker in question.
£200 free Bet365
Claim your £200 Free Bet Basket. Place a qualifying bet and you will be entitled
to a free bet up to a maximum of £50*. Place a further 5 bets and you will qualify
for a second free bet and so on.
£100 free from VC Bet And a £25 casino chip
Open an account with Victor Chandler and they’ll match the value of your first bet
with a free bet to a maximum of £50. Place a further five real money bets of £10
or more and get another £25 free bet. Place a further five real money bets of £10
or more and get yet another £25 free bet and £25 in vccasino.com bonus funds.
Free £25 Bet + £25 Bet Bonus on 10th Bet!
To claim your free £25 bet simply click above to register and place a win single of
at least £25 (or currency equivalent). You will then get a £25 betting token. Place
a total of 10 bets of at least £25 or more and you will qualify for a second free
bet token of £25 as a bet bonus.
Free £25 Bet + £25 Bet Bonus on 10th Bet!
Open an account with Sportingbet above. Place a bet on any sport at odds of
evens (2.0) or better and they will match the stake of your 1st bet up to £25 in
the form of a free bet.
Free £25 Bet from WBX
Leading betting exchange WBX will give you a free £25 bet when you open an
account with them.
£20 free from Betfair
Open an account with Betfair, enter the code 46LLJDXQJ in to the box and
qualify for a free £20 after placing £100 worth of bets and an extra bonus after
three months.
The next page contains some suggested links and resources you may find of
interest.....
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LINKS AND RESOURCES
Here we list links to select web sites and other resources that may be of interest
to you in the eternal quest to be a "profitable punter."
Betfair Trading Software
Claim an extended trail to some great software allowing you to back and lay
instantly on Betfair.
Exchange Blackjack Guide
A free guide to playing exchange blackjack.
Favouritebacker.com
Free horse racing system ebook
Free Gambling Ebooks
Valuable information at zero cost.
Free Blackjack Ebook
How to play “perfect blackjack” and beat the casinos with their own money.
Free Poker Ebook
A free 22-chapter ebook on tournament poker strategy.
The TurfAgent
Professional UK Horse Racing Advisory - Offering quality information daily for long
term profits. - Also providing free trials, free tips, Horse Racing systems and
ebooks.

THAT’S IT – THANKS FOR READING
YOU HAVE GIVEAWAY RIGHTS TO THIS GUIDE
You may pass this document on to a friend or colleague, give it away from your
web site, give it away from a membership site, give it away as part of a larger
package of products (as a free bonus for example) or distribute it in any other
legal way on condition that you do not make a charge for doing so or change the
content of this guide in any way. This guide is 100% free.
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